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ABSTRACT

The spontaneous speech intonation has
generally been viewed'as a'modification,
or a version of the intonational struc-
ture of an audible written text.'In’ac-
tual fact, being of different nature,
these systems possess intrinsic proper-
ties enabling them to regulate their
elements' structuring and functioning
capability.

INTRODUCTION

The 20th century linguistics has focused
epon'language as a system of historical-
ly evolved means of communication. Model-

ling language stratificationally has pro—
ved, however, to be imperfect and perfun—
ctory'in a great number of aspects, with

the worked—out model failing to incorpo—
rate all facts of authentic human commu-
nication.
Attempts‘to make linguistics' subject
matter more expanded and comprehensive,

which brought about the emergence of spe—
ech016gy'and psycholinguistics in parti-
cular, ought to be'giVen credit to as
constructive and generative.
On the other hand, it should be noted
that an apprOach to subsystems dissimilar
both qualitatively and functidnally will'
call for diversity of the research'method
applied. An element of'a system cannot'be
forcibly transposed into a different sys-
tem wherein it is likely‘to ac uire new'
qualities. Such ecclectics cou d lead to
an inadequate analysis of the object‘under

etudy’as its integrity, structure and'dy-

namism are supposed to be reflected by
each element analysed.
A series of experiments carried out by
the Experimental Phonetics Laboratory,

University of Odessa, made it possib e to

establish specific features of spontaneous
speech which manifest themselves through

a direct conjugation of mental continuum
and discrete language means.
The monologue seems to be the most spon-
taneous in this respect, being disting—

uished on the precept of independence of
motivation and stability of concept, as

well as its tendency toward informational

adequacy alongside with the programme's
:imultaneous composition and implementa-

on.

PSICHOLINGUISTIC PRINCIIIES‘OF INTONATION
DIVISION IN.SPONIANEOUS HONOLOGUE

The basic divergence of the spontaneous
monologue from other types of speech sub-

systems lies in its intonational structu-
ring. In an extemporaneous speech its in-
tonation functions as a means of convey—
ing expression along with other language
units, thereby reflecting the mode in
which semantic categories within a des—
cribed extralinguistic situation are be—
ing grouped in a speech/thought stream.

It has been established experimentally

that, on being represented graphically,

i.e. deprived og its intonation, a spon—

taneously generated utterance is often ,

perceived as inconsistent and meaningless

even by the speaker himself.
In reading, intonation patterns "wander

over the grammatical surface of language"
/1/, thus effectuating‘a mediated segmen-

tation of sense pointed out and included

in the text by the author. Figuratively

speaking, the difference between the spo-

ntaneous speech intonation and reading in-

tonation is similar to that between a li—

ving bear's skin which is essential for
keeping the animal alive and enables one

to make Judgement concerning the condi-

tion of the whole of the animal's body -

and a fur—coat made from this skin Just

to be sold. In fact, intonational segmen-
tation of a spontaneous monologue points

to the "apportioned" character of text
composition. .
In all existing speech generating models
the function of intonation stands in need
of a clear definition, being wrongly tre-

ated as identical to functioning of purely
articulatory means. it the same time, an
analysis of authentic monologues has sug-
gested that communicative and expressive
components of intonation emerge at differ
rent levels of speech generation and are
subject to diverse psycholinguistic phe-
nomena. '
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A generalized communicative and intonati—
onal model of a phrase is issued as far
back as the communication level where a
generally subjective sense is modelled.
For instance, an individual wishing to ob-
tain information conceives a notion of a
question which is normally followed by the
emergence of an intonational question mar-
ker preceding the utterance of an undeter-mined "a-a-a..." tSPe'with a rising tone,
wheregpzn the question is modelled into anartic ted language form.
In the process of semantic and grammaticalprogramming based 0n the primary semanticpattern including separate words and theirpotential correlations /2/, intonation' 'acts as a part of an operational‘unit be-longing to this level, i.e. a syntagma.Effecting the same expressive function,:3: :gggnggioggl andigenantic‘aepects of'

a come terde ' -terfacial within a system. pendent and intagmas that provide the transposition of'a

giicitlyhcgzginuous text.
e psyc o guistic significance of tsyntagma has been displayed by L.A;Chi:zo-vich and 1.1.Leontiev, whereas this unit'sintonational and syntactic dualism hasbeen neglected only to lead to identifica-tion of the syntagma with c.0sgood's fun-ctional class or'a no of a sentence.is both grammatical and semantic pregnan-ming, as well as motor programming occurwithin a syntagma'/5/. with intonation be-ing far more variable than'syntactic andlexical units, it is only through a cam-lex analysis of‘a speech‘unit or "k"£535 some thought-formation functions'oflanguage could be observed "at the output?

FUNCTIONAL TYIES OF INTORLTIONAL—SEHANTIC
UNITS

Intonational and semantic variabil ‘these "blocks" having been analysedt’tggirfunctiOnal'heterogeneity'has'been estab-lished. The spontaneous speechfcreativecomponents acting as both linear”and meterprogramming units, i.e. syntagmas'per soare opposed by certain conjunctions lini-ing words and cliches'whose fom' diversitis provided by the diversity of psycholinz

considerable automatism and often convey
no modality into the utterance; while
they are being uttered, the speaker is
busy planning the following utterance
which results in a noticeable change of
intonation characteristics, such as ten-
po abatement, a shorter fundamental fre-
quency range and intensity range, as well
as undivided tone contour and dynamic
structure; is a rule, linking words over-
lay syntagmatic borders making them dif-
fusive, as the'operational unit's junc-
tion line lies, in fact, "under" the lin-
king'words which make no part of either
syn agma: nus mess are dune a 06 en -omasao; a‘npodsn, caassu.'nam‘anrs'ngg.

The information obtained from liste-
ners' reports upon hearing these diffu-
sive syntagmatic border audio strips
seems to be rather contradictory: dis-
_dunction areas were detected either beforeor after linking words, or both. Some lis-
teners deemed it necessary to call atten-
tion to the ambiguous status of these
words. In the process of reading the same
excerpts, the informants qualified link-
ing words as parenthetical and expressingthe speaker's personal estimations of theutterance. This is what determined the 'relevant intonational'expression."The use of linking words is supported bythe speaker-listener'antinomy: within agyntagma, the essential sense is marked1y discrete language means,'whereas thentroduction of words conveying new in-formation obscures the message being per-cgived. Hence, the spontaneous speech 15
i. teeterized by rhythmization of senses,
nigicggtaégggnatiggigf more and less sis-

s w phra-gigframgwgrk. a syntagma or ‘

sec n 'type of the spontaneous mono-:ggue automatized units includes'condun't one used in complex and compound sen-Hences of disjunctive'class /4/: a, Inn;6%. agar, Korna (and, on, but; 11, when)h c. his automatization is not caused:v°zelerq by the same provisions as moti-aa e the use of’linking words. The con-unigions listed above seem to emerge in2: thdividual's‘conscience as far back 85
en 9 Primary record level. Their emer-

galce marks JunctiOns between the princi-fs fsyntegmas, i.e. microthematic unitS-as Ogithe linking words, they functionto or culatory units‘only and thus b81035
junatgore' superficial" leval than con-mongl ons and syntagmas. In a spontaneousrect"°gue' conjunctions effectuate "d1-grammigonnections of inner and motor prO'fect t 6 levels, which is similar in ef-i e _rglthe function of linking'words.
o;e£1a.1n°'ins the linear expansion leveLfilliny 8 Syntagmatic border lines andS in hesitation pauses. Intonation-"first of .. - “$39: conauncti311" 'generally", etc.) Possess Wlder melody ragga 3§°wgiir2§tir§§§§cgz a
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able rise in the acoustic force of the ut-
terance. Thus, an increased loudness along
with an abated tempo of the conjunctibn‘
"u" ("and") in a narrative monologue act
as a marker for spontaneous speech.
The third type of operational units op-
posed to syntagmas is the cliche, i.e. an
intonational/lexical/grammatica1 phraseo-
logical unit belonging to the motor level.
These may be both general and idiolectal
units created by frequent repetitions or
habitual word combinations used by the
speaker. Occasionally,‘cliches‘may enfold
syntagmas positionally, covering up to 80
per cent of units in some microthematic’
unities; yet they do not equal syntagmaS'
functionally since they are not fashioned
in an actual speech act. .
Cliches are‘determined by distinct intona-
tion characteristics, 1.8. a short funda-
mental frequency range, a tone'contour wifi
distinguishable termination tone modifica-
tions, a short intensity range, a faster
tempo, etc. Since equal characteristics
are possessed by syntagmas containing'fa-
miliar, or thematic information at the
whole text leVel,one can assert that the
familiar/novel opposition in the spontane-
ous monologue is also associated with a'
partial discharge of the linear program—
ming process as well as an accent shift to
the articulatory level.
In the event of multisyllable cliche units,
these may parcel out melodically into 3 to
4 phonetic-word segments, the latter fact
being caused by the isochronism of intona-
tional segments. This parcellation'is of
superficial, or motor'nature. the cliche's
dynamic integrity pointing to its intacta
ness as a separate operational unit. Con-
sequently, the s ontaneous'monoldgue's ins
tonational varia ility is caused, primari-
ly, by the functional heterogeneity of its
formative units along with the value dis—
parity of the motor programming and linear
prognostication units.

SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC FACTORS OF
INTONATIONAL STRUCTURING

Along with the abovesaid features common
for all spontaneous monologues, their in-
tonational structuring is'determined by
the peculiar component grouping for the
described situation in the speaker's con-
science. The syntagma's capacity and cone
tent as well as minimum and maximum melo-
dical and dynamic distribution within it
are determined by the semantic'and syntac-
tic aspeCts of the utterance; the synta-
eme's general tone model depends on how
independent semantically and syntactically
it is, e.g. the tone used for autosemantic
units will be falling and falling—rising
while the rising and rising-level tone
will convey synsemantic units. '
The way a correlative semantic category is
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formed into a separate syntagma depends,
above‘all, on whether the'speaker's con—
science is focused on it or not and whe-
ther other semantic categories are rele-
vant or irrelevant for the utterance.
in experimental investigation of the apes
~ntaneous monolbgue's syntagmatic structu-
ring has'brought about conclusions con»
cerning two essential iseues, i.e. into-
national and semantic structures' symmet-
ry within a syntagma and the syntagma's
intonational variability determined by ‘
its semantic and syntactic purport. It was
established that a disjunctive intonation-
al presentation of the described situa-
tion's components'is determined by these
categories' semantic types ‘as well as
their informativenese. Thus, a neutral,
or standard intonatiOn similar to the
like‘units in reading is typical for syn-
tagma situatiOns including all the nece-
ssary components of the semantic structure
arranged neutrally. The purport of this
type of syntagmas lies in the nomination
of a complete situation or event which re-
sults, in the majority of cases, in the
fact that these syntagmas are previously
centrived and initiate a microthematic
unity acting as'a kind‘of antecedent, or
folIOw a protracted pause. All syntagma
situatiOns operate on a falling or level
melody scale with a rise-fall termination
alternated by a falling termination (full
stop) in reading. Separate words carry no
accentuated stress. The whole dynamic
Structure attenuating with the'maximum
emphasis laid on the initial syllables,
the final stressed vowel stands longest.
The subject-predicate syntagmas may in-
clude a varied number of princi l,or ele-
mentary and auxiliary, or non-e ementary
categories. A distinctive feature allow-
ing'to‘oPpOse this type of syntagmas to
other types is the imperative accentuation
of'the‘subject and the predicate which ob-
viously points'to the speaker's conscience
focusing On these principal situational
components. As a rule, the‘subaect in this
type of syntagmas'is expressed by a seman-
tically autonomous word, while the redi-
cate's content 1 presented by qual fica-
tive r lations: 31855 Bonn Hacr 0 one;
1613/.” nporpama oases nurspecnas .
All syntagmas of this type possess a
double-peak intonational structure, with
the melodical and dynamic curves being
isomorphous. In reading, the segments re-
producing qualificative syntagmas do not
hold‘a specific intonation structure.
Words 11kebuenn, sacronnso ("very". "30?
etc. expressing a higher degree of attri-
buted quality, are accentuated on a regu-
lar basis. This points out the fact that
the lexical meaning_of a separate word is
realized more distinctly in reading, while
this word, along with the syntactic arran—
gement of the utterance, determineS‘the
bhoice'of an intonational structure, with
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with the semantic and syntactic'factor re-
treating to the secondary plane.
The intonational prominence of action

"verbs in short stories disguises the ab-
sence of norm-premeditated dependent“wordh
forms. The rising-falling termination tone
used to shape up a vacantsvalence verb
syntagma provides an opportunity to allege
that this type of predicate could'operate
as‘an autosemantic unit in the apes er's
conscience.
The logical and intonational division of
the predicate may stand out as a specific
feature of the spontaneous speech. the
two-component predicate including a modal
element like some. syxso, aeooxozfimro
(possible", "necessary") plus an ini-
t ve.
An expanded subject in the spontaneous
speech prevails as an independent sense-
intonation unity. Apparently'this may be
determined by the fact that the subject or
object attribute acts, in effect, as a
disguised'predicate while a syntagma is
capable of including a single vectorial
(predicative) element only, with the pro-
gramme unfolding extemporaneously.
In a number of cases, an insufficiently
informative subject "attracts" the vari—
ous predicate elements like auxiliary
verbs, linking verbs with modal, phase
and emotional meaning, adverbial modifi-
ers, demonstrative pronouns. etc. In the
vector syntagmas thus formed, it is the
predicative elements that carry the maxi-
mum sense, with the subject's'position
being optional and determined, for the
most part, by the tendency toward phone-
tic and sense rhythmisation.
The data obtained in the prosess of our
investigation revealed the syntagma being
center-oriented in extemporaneous concep—
tual speech. This is caused by the fact
that sense accentuation is expressed by
intonational accentuation in a progres-
sively unfolding speech. Consequently,
an informatively prominent object is'ge-
herally represented by a separate synta-
gma.
It should be noted that the predicate-ob-
Ject division and subject-predicate syn-
tagmization are ensued by the same pheno-
mena, i.e.. provided the emergence of an
object expressed by an'explanatory clause
be rather indeterminate, the predicate
syntagma is adjoined by the "object in-
d x" -- the conjunc ion ("that"):

gpencrama, are cures, aro/ .nyuan,
YT .Besed on the regularity of this pecu-
liarity of intonational segmentation, one
can assume that explanatory verbs are res
cognized by the speaker'not only as lexe-
mes but as syntaxemes'as'well; in other
words,'the verbs' semantics includes
their valences in the mind of the speaken
Therefore, the dialectic unity of the
speech stream's discreteness and continu-
ity brings about the emergence of assym-

metric syntagmas wherein the intonation
value is shifted to the right of syntac-
tic structures. ‘
the tendency of the spontaneous monologue
toward centinuity is materialized in the
conduct of the acoustic‘cOnstituents. In
extemporaneous speech, the opposition of
logical and hesitation pauses appears to
be practically obliterated, as it is
these types of pauses that mark the Junc-
tions of payoholingnistic units. The '
purely syntactic pauses observed in read-
ing appear to be non-existent in sponta-
neous speechn If the speaker relates some
facts that he‘is'well aware of and con-
vinced in ("communication of events"),
neglectful of whether these facts are to
be correctly apprehended, it is only phy-
siological pauses that he is likely to
make in the speaking process. The use of
linking verbs, conjunctions and "super-
fluous" pronouns reduces the number of
hesitation pauses censiderably.
Fundamental freQuency variation depends
on the syntagmas' autosemantics/synseman-
tics and their modality as well as indi-
cates the significance of the semantic
categories in'utterance generation and
compensates for grammatically inadequate
structures.
The type 0f dynamic curve is called forth
by the reproducibility of the intonation-
sense unities in the text.
The spontaneous syntagma's tempo arrange-
ment depends on the probability of the
subsequent unit's emergence. whereas in
reading it is the isochronal factor that
is more operative.

CONCIDSION

Generally speaking, the spontaneous mo-
nologue's intonational structure is mo-
delled by the direct’thought-formation
and extralinguistic apprehension process
whereas a usage-bound interface of lexi-
cal, grammatical and intonational means
can be observed in reading.
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